Flecks of Light
The halls of the building are dull
The walls are made of foam
Like a human sized cradle
But no one there to rock you, all alone
The classroom has no light fixture
Just the glare of the sun
Not a colorful picture
Because none of the souls can see, only one
Do you know why the blind have circles around their eyes
Not from all the truth they think are lies
It is because when you rub the object of sight You
can see the glorious flecks of light
The child of God’s sorrowful plan
The beautiful defect
Of being half a man
Cries out to be whole, always a reject
Tripping over your own two feet
What color is my shrine
Outside only feeling heat
Nothing compares to their black eyes, only mine
Do you know why the blind have circles around my eyes
Not from all the truth they think are lies
It is because when you rub the objects of sight You
can see the glorious flecks of light

Elizabeth Hertler

Knightmare

My eyes snap open, and I start to taste my tears. I say "start to" because I know they've been
there for a while. I don't just taste the salt of my tears, but the absence of my hope.
It was just a dre-...Well, who am I kidding? It was a nightmare. Another nightmare. I saw them
again. The ones I once loved now wonder if I hate. Am I still capable of love? Do I even love
myself? You know, you'd think after waking up most days in a cold sweat for the past 10 months,
I'd be used to this by now. You'd be wrong. How could I be used to being dragged from my sleep
in a start? How can you become accustomed to feeling your tears searing your face, feeling
blinded by burning eyes? The answer is...you don't. I sit up in my bed and draw rapid ineffective
breaths, until I can finally control myself. Or..at least feign control. Because I have none
anymore. Conflicted, unstable, condemned to carry a shattered soul that wants to remain whole.
Trying in vain to drown demons that know how to swim. Tearing at my own skin, fighting to
avoid becoming sin in this hell that I'm in, while having no idea if I'm able to win.

Myles Stanley

Untitled
Headphones in
She just wants to listen to her music.
But the volume won’t go high enough.
She can still hear their shouting match.
Radio on
Only sound in the car
The silence might be worse than their yelling.
She can’t decide just yet.
Walk out,
Why won’t one of them?
Even being alone had to be better.
Lights off in her room
Headphones in her bag
Radio on in her car
She walked out of that house
No plans on going back

Isis Soto

A Ghost with No Shadow
I woke up thinking that this would just be a normal day:
Get dressed, go to school, eat breakfast, go to class.
This morning was a little different, as I walk in the hallways looking at things with my naked, young eye.
I truly saw a difference in the world.
I met new people, and I was happy I came across them.
Different types of people
different types of beauty different
types of fashion different types of
meaning.
What people choose to display has nothing to do with the way they live.
Happy people could be truly missed up inside.
Trying to achieve the best in life.
There is no best and no worst.
Comparison is unavoidable, but judgments have no real meeting because there’s only what is.
Living life freely is when you stop foolishly wishing to be like other people.
That is what truly opened my eyes, when I stopped wishing that things wouldn’t fall apart, wondering when
suffering would end.
I’m not speaking from the innocence of heart.
I’m growing up the way each teen should.
Just because I seem to love the way I live, I still wake up at the same thoughts in my head.
Yet, as much pain and suffering I’m going through, I know that all depression will fall apart, like a ghost with no
shadow.
Everybody lives and handles things their own way.
I’m just happy to have people on my side. In this classroom, in this school, in my neighborhood, all around me.
At the end of the day I know that every grimy detail led me to who I am today.

Anthony Picciano

Untitled
But when you're around the demons in my head stop screaming
My torn filled chest subsides and all these flowers start growing
The frozen heart buried deep inside my chest starts to thaw
I stop caring so much about pretending and everything is raw
I pour so much of my love into you that it makes me forget
How much I despise my bones and how dark the world can get
Now you're gone and no drugs are helping to make me numb
To make me forget the feel of your lips or your cheek under my thumb
There is no place I can escape to that isn't a reminder of you
Because you're in my head telling me I'm not enough no matter what I do
The sky is crumbling and I've forgotten what happiness felt like
My chest is caving in and I don't know if I can survive another night
Thank you,

Angela Martinez

Controlled

We are puppets.
We are The controlled
Pride.
Greed.
Self worth,
forcing us down a path that we either choose
Or despise.

Eventually none of it will matter.
Zoos, slaves, or extinction,
one thing will stand above
all. We will always be
controlled,
forced
on

this

downward

spiral.
Julian Parra

Yesterday It Rained (Parkland Shooting)

The rhythm of the rain against the thin rimmed window almost sounds like an unfinished
song

The thunder and lightning complete the symphony and play along

Mud smudges the sidewalks, while puddles flood the streets

Seems every path I could possibly take, stains the sides of my feet

Today holds grief, mourning and pain

Because yesterday it rained

Lauren Klein

“Why did you have to go?”

Why did you have to go?
They say that people go in and out of your life, like doors, I suppose. Someone
opening a door into your life after straying from another’s and vice versa. They
say it’s supposed to hurt and not like a tiny paper cut hurt, like a getting hit in
the face full force with a basketball hurt. You’re grabbing your face, screaming,
running to the nurse’s office with a bloody nose, and cursing the day that
basketballs were ever made.
And then you get over it, right? You find someone else to tease, someone else’s
sweaters to steal, someone else to eat all those gross, genetically modified,
sugary candies with. It’s not that easy though, huh?
Yeah, tell me about it. Even if I did have someone else, you would never be gone
from my mind completely. I’d be sitting in math class one day or reading a book
or falling down the stairs and you could just pop right into my head. I’d think:
“Where have you gone?” “Where are you now?”
Maybe my life was too much of a downwards spiral with twists and turns and
you didn’t want to plunge to the bottom with me. Maybe I liked to think, or
rather jump, outside of the box and you preferred to stay secure inside. Maybe
you hated that I had to go to whatever garbage fast food joint I was craving
about every other weekend and dragged you along. I’m sorry, okay?! I’m trying
to stop eating that kind of stuff! No, really! Maybe you…
I just wish you came with a warning. An enormous sign, like one of those exit
signs on the highway notifying me that this is where you leave my life and go
away from me. Nobody ever knows though. Most humans like the element of
surprise, but in this case, it’s safe to speak for everyone and say that we don’t
like that kind.
It’s not just me that feels this way, I know that.
But I still don’t know why you had to go.

Marissa Fiacco

Fake Love
HAHAHAHAHAHA
I can't believe I wasted all of my time
Spending all this time just to make you mine
Your looks and personality were worth a dime
Your smile and your laughter really made me shine
All the times you broke my heart it should be a crime You treat me like I'm weak and I get it
that's fine
All of my eggs were in your basket, the prime
I was running head first but you made the line
I knew I had fallen into a bottomless pit I
wasn’t It
I can’t contain the feelings of my heart
Falling apart
My soul never dropped so low
Fe fi fo fum dum’
My stupid beanstalk is disintegrating with the drum of fire If you tell me now that you love me, I
know you are a liar, so I'm done being wheeled around as a tire Better find a new one, mine’s
is going to expire.
Good luck finding a new chump with another heart for hire
This is my fresh start, the golden age of my empire
Set up the blockades ‘cause it’s time for me to get higher
Don't try to get inside or else you'll get pushed back Give you a heart attack Get
stabbed by a tack
That's what you get for stealing my knick knack Gonna
hear your bones go “clack”
Your blood and skin will be a drink and a snack
Need to freshen up my breath with a tic tac Tic
tac toe
I got rid of my foe
And gonna steal their flow
Whatever they have is mine and that's fo’ sho’
This world I'm in makes me paranoid
All the anger and the passion is filling up the void
I have a black heart, not to be toyed
Step up to the plate, you ‘bout to be destroyed Look
at this boy, what do you see?
On the outside you see a boy that's free
In the inside, the boy’s heart endured a killing spree.
The boy had no chance or moment to flee
He had to hold the L like he was part of “Glee”
Ironically had no glee
I know this because that boy was me
Now I'm a new me
If you don't like it, sue me

You can't get the old me back, which is it, do you choose me or lose me?
I lost the old me and if you find it good luck tryanna glue me back together ‘Cause I'm always
under the weather
My care for anyone else is the weight of a feather
The care is long gone and lost in my body’s nether
Rounds 1, 2, and the final will be forever
Be in the netherrealm where it will sever
From Baraka his big sharp swords will cut the tether
Connecting me with the little piece of me being humane
That's the last thing to stop me from being insane
The new plane and terrain will daze me
All the feelings I felt before will not amaze me
Even with a whole new form, it will escape me
Last thing I want now is for it to take me
It’s starting to get lonely at the top
Starting to run out of ideas, losing my pop
It's getting real dirty over here, lost my mop
Forgot my umbrella too, oh no! here comes a drop What’s
going on, what's wrong with my power
I was supposed to fly like a dove, grow like a flower
But now it's all been blown away like some powder
All the bravado and toughness is lost now as I cower Hey
what you lookin’ at?
I'm not scared, you scared
Okay, I'm scared about what I lost I
was not prepared
This the feeling I have once feared
No time to reboot, I was not repaired
Have you ever seen bird with no wings try to fly
If the bird had tried, it would probably not fly so high
The girl that caught my eye tried to leave me and say bye
She had to cover, but she couldn't make up a lie
So she ran away and I sat down with some tears and a sad sigh
This is the same thing that made me look weak
The possible relationship with a girl started to look bleak
They think this is my peak
They think my weakness and sensitivity looked meek
I don't understand when I had the toughness it still wasn't what the girls seek
So I gave my personality a tweak
And then they called me a freak
I wore cologne so I made sure I did not reek
I did everything for you, I gave you the world
When you grabbed it , you flipped it for months and I watched as my world was hurled
You were the reason why my sensitivity was curled
Now I get the same feelings never bewildered
The heart I gave you, gone
you did
nota good
love shove
All the compliments
with
AllI the
compliments
gaveyou
you,killed
goneanwith
a gooddove
shove
don't
understand Iwhy
innocent
I don'tatunderstand
why you
killed
innocent
dovelove
I looked
my heartbreaker
and
said an
thanks
for fake
I looked at my heartbreaker and said thanks for fake love

Jamal Mallory
Jamal Mallory
Can't Help Falling in Love

All the compliments I gave you, gone with a good shove
I don't understand why you killed an innocent dove
I looked at my heartbreaker and said thanks for fake love

Jamal Mallory
Can't Help Falling in Love
people always talk about falling in
love but they never mention the crash
the impact the damage made
the first few cautious steps before jumping full on into the force of gravity that will
inevitably push you down
there's love in the air swarming around you as you effortlessly fall and carelessly enjoy
the ride
for a second
just for a second
it feels as if you're flying
you're unconquerable
you're unstoppable as
you defy gravity
but then the realization hits you
it hits you moments before impact
and you try to stop it
you swing your arms
looking for something to grasp
looking for something to hold on to
looking for a reason to stay but there's
no olive branch to grab onto
the crash is brutal and hard the
ground shakes
and your body aches
everything around you moves
nothing is there anymore
nothing is stable
the only good thing about falling in love and
then hitting rock bottom
is you can only go up from there
Lauren Klein

“Stargazing”
I was walking quite briskly and before I knew it, I was running. I
had to get to him-I had to find him! He wasn’t far by any means, I knew
that, but I couldn’t help but feel that he was already out of my grasp.
Ah, there he was! Right where I thought he would be.
I was standing a little bit away from him at a slant, but I could still
see him pretty clearly. Even though he was lying down and it was dark
out, it wasn’t hard to miss those familiar tuffs of brown hair sticking up
at jutted angles from the sides underneath the dim light of the lamppost.
His blue eyes were wide and glassy as he stared up at the midnight sky.
His mouth agape with awe, maybe he was fear-stricken: I couldn’t have
known what it was. One arm was splayed across his chest, while the
other limply took place at his side. He looked peaceful to anybody who
happened to pass by and not take too much notice, just a kid lying on the
grass stargazing.
Maybe it wasn’t too late. I almost wanted to lay next to him–no, that
would be too creepy, even if he wouldn’t notice.
Walking closer to him, I started to regret it. Now I could see the small
protrusion, faintly covered by his hand, where his spine curved into his
stomach. The foul smell of blood entered my nose and filled my lungs,
which confirmed my very fears. A small amount was still trickling out
of his nose and running down the side of his face. Any normal person
would’ve looked away, and I, usually putting myself in that class,
couldn’t look away now. I just...couldn’t.
But his eyes, were still burning into mine, and etching this memory of
him, my friend, into my brain.
I wouldn’t dare touch him, but I just had to gently push the pad of my
fingers against his eyelids to pull them down. Now when someone passed
by and glanced over for a fraction of a second at the grassy field, they’d
think he was just some kid who fell asleep underneath the stars.

Marissa Fiacco

Eyes Without a Face
The stars in the night sky are very nice to look at.
They shine brightly, twinkle gently, and if you're lucky enough, you can see one fall.
I always wonder if those same stars I see each night are the people who have passed
from this world.
We might not know who they truly were but I have a feeling that they're up there,
watching us from above.
There are tons of them, tons of gathered souls that rest in the dark, violet colored
blanket. Even when they're bunched up together, I'm still able to connect them.
And when I do, I see millions and millions of smiles.
It makes me realize something.
A pair of stars next to each other are eyes without a face. Even though they seem
incomplete,
they'll always be there. Watching, waiting, smiling.

Tieressa Fiedtkou

Numbers
grade on a test
a single combination of precisely placed numbers to attempt to define your intelligence
pounds on a scale
another number away from perfection, from hot, sexy, attractive
from being wantable or wantED by any other person
ultimately the line of people wanting your size zero self is what really determines your worth or
falters your reputation
likes on a photo
the amount of people double tapping in approval
for a small glimpse into a posed, carefully orchestrated representation of your life
fatefully decides what type of person you are and how much attention you’re
worth
price tags on clothes
every department in the store of life finds a way to simplify you into nothing but a subjective
definitive numeral
the one thing numbers don’t capture is character the
way your eyes crinkle when you smile
the way your top lip disappears when you laugh the late night
spent writing and sketching until your wrist hurts endless
hours contributing to cropped nails numb fingernails from
guitar strings
the second you’re no longer a measurement you’re
uncontrollable
you’re no longer capable of being contained and easily understood you
immediately defy a label and shoot down a stereotype
there’s nothing scarier than unpredictably
spontaneous personalities push boundaries and and exceed unsaid limits creativity
pushes the world trying so hard to contain us
so i
conclude
standardized tests don’t determine your overall intelligence density
doesn’t undermine your value
photos only capture memories, likes and views are not worth
bills in your wallet don’t decide the treatment you’re to be faced with everyday
numbers are valueless
character is superior
Lauren Klein

The Monster No One Sees/ Beautifully Brutal
“Where do you get your tattoos?”
“What?”
“Your tattoos. where do you get them?”
I realized she was referring to my arms.
“The ink is so unique,” she marveled.
“Yeah, I guess,” I muttered.
She looked like she wanted to touch them. “They’re cool.”
I lifted my shirt. “I have more here.”
“Wow.” Her eyes widened in astonishment.
“And some on my back too, but those are red.”
She didn’t answer. Her eyes traced every inch of my exposed core. I didn’t really understand
the appeal. They weren’t anything truly special.
“Will I have them someday?”
My eyes focused on the little girl again. I lowered my shirt.
“I hope not.”

Taylor Garcia-Lawson

Untitled
Speak to me in the pale moonlight
And peel me off the wall
Cook yellow in the sunlight
Yellow in pitch black
You can hear me, you can smell me
You don't fear me, and you tell me
Everyone can see
You are really me
Rip me of the wall
To the window, out you fall
You have set me free
In return I let you be
One with the dirt and trees
A pile of land and fallen leaves
Every day I come to you
Through pouring rain, sky black or blue
A hundred years, never skipped a day
Because I regret the choice I made

John Nessenthaler

I'm Jealous

I’m jealous of those lyrically gifted

Pick up a pen and paper to allow us be lifted
Me? I’m not one of those blessed

And I would love to say I couldn’t care less
But I can’t I know I’m my own person, more confident than most
But there's that one quality of which I cannot boast
The power to write in order to affect
Like the ones who have affected me with the way they write.

Baldip Singh

Reciprocated Love

The boy I fell in love with is definitely the first and only angel I’ve ever met.
Soft dirty blonde hair, mesmerizing lime-turquoise eyes that always hold me in a
trance, and an absolutely brilliant smile.
I see these attributes of him every day. They are enough to practically illuminate a
dark room, revealing anything hidden in the shadows.
His laugh is refreshing, a word that isn’t often used to describe one. The joyful sound
resonates within my head, echoing continuously.
He isn’t one to be easily flustered, but in the rare moments when he is, his cheeks
would light up with a faint rosy color.
Everything about this boy makes me feel at ease. His kindness, his intelligence, his
personality...
And the fact that he loves me back makes me really and truly happy.

Tieressa Fiedtkou

The Bodega Robber
The driver and I both put masks over our faces while we waited at
a red light. The car pulled up in front of the bodega. I loaded my
gun, my hands trembling.
I took a deep breath in attempt to muster some courage. I left the
car and threw open the bodega door. Everyone in store stopped
what they were doing to look at me. I pulled out my gun and
shoved the guy nearest to me to the ground.
“Everybody get on the ground, this is a robbery!” I yelled while
trying to hide the shakiness in my voice. Everybody in the bodega
dropped to the floor while the guy next to me cried and pleaded
for me not to kill him.
I pointed my gun at the cashier and said to him, “You, get up!
Open the cash register and put the money in the bag.”
The cashier took the bag and started filling it with money
“Don’t take too long or I’ll shoot you and do it myself!” He
stuffed the money in the bag as if his life actually did depend on
it, as if I would be able to kill a man in cold blood.
The cashier handed me the bag. “Thank you,” I said almost
instinctively. I walked backwards pointing my gun from one
person to the next to make sure no one was going to get up and
try something stupid. I got to the door and was about to open it
but I heard a door in the back open. I look to see a middle aged
Indian man coming out of the storage room holding a handgun.
He fired three shots. All near misses. I fired three shots. A miss, a
miss, but the third one didn’t. His body fell to the floor.
I ran out of the bodega and to the car. The driver floored the
I ran out of the bodega and to the car. The driver floored the
gas and the car flew down the street. I looked at the driver his
gas and the car flew down the street. I looked at the driver his
face unmoving. I looked at my gun thinking about how I just used
face unmoving. I looked at my gun thinking about how I just used
it to kill a man. A tear fell from my face onto the gun, and I
it to kill a man. A tear fell from my face onto the gun, and I
started
started
sobbing. The driver glanced at me then looked back at the road. I
sobbing. The driver glanced at me then looked back at the road. I
half expected him to console me but of course he didn’t. He
half expected him to console me but of course he didn’t. He
remained an unmoving, uncaring stone, and I continued to cry all
remained an unmoving, uncaring stone, and I continued to cry all
the way to our safe house.
the way to our safe house.

Evan H. Bogle
Evan H. Bogle

Evan H. Bogle

Untitled
CONFESSION: I always loved the way your eyes smiled. The way your eyes provoked
vulnerability out of me and the way the warmth of home spilled between your thick
black lashes. Your cocky exuberance fighting with the peace in the soft lines of your
cheeks, the gap between your front teeth making me want to smile from ear to ear.
I’ve replayed it so much in my head that it’s painted on the backs of my eyelids.
There, I lost myself. I lost myself in that fairytale I dreamed of you and me. She passes by empty gas stations, crumbing roadside motels, and rotting
churches until she arrives to her destination, the city of dreams. The place where
she lost her

own. She’s relentless in her pursuit of power, her monstrous kaleidoscopic hunger
taking anything that gets in her way. She’s the modern day Medea in your tragic
nightmare, leaving you without anything to love. After all, the best way to a
lover’s
heart is not through their fourth and fifth rib, but through those of their kin. Her
hands are wet with the blood of an empire. She licks it off. Phlegm and tears
stream down her face, until she finally says:
“It is a blessing to be set free from a prison of my own
creation.”

Raissa Bruno

Optical Illusion

Our vision is not only given to us through our eyes.
Our minds have the ability to conceal the evil and only show the parts we desire to see.
When our eyes meet, a spectrum of distorted vivid colors shield me from your true shades
of darkness.

Optical Illusion

Our vision is not only given to us through our eyes.
Our minds have the ability to conceal the evil and only show the parts we desire to see.
When our eyes meet, a spectrum of distorted vivid colors shield me from your true shades
of darkness.
as you come my way,
Thoughts of when we first met manipulate my brain, then my eyes, and control the way I
see you.
I don't see someone who caused a tsunami of tears and left me to drown.
I don’t see someone who has made me question my worth.
Instead, I see the beautiful and pure mask you wear to hide your real identity.
All the bad you've done is blurred from my memory.
When you approach me, I see an optical illusion I don’t know is there.
But as you walk away, my vision becomes clear again.
Then I realize that my eyes have been wide open, but been blind the whole time.
It pains me to know that this cycle begins again, when our eyes meet as if they never have
before.

Angela Avellino

Caitlin O’Neil

3/19/18 --Decide

I stand at the middle of an intersection
Two paths stand in front of me
They glare down onwards
One leads to anger, guilt, a broken heart
The other gives deception, unhappiness, and loss
They both bear the worst of journeys
Neither one better than the other
The paths seem to get darker now
I must make a choice
I stand at the middle of an intersection

Marissa Barba

Sunglasses
If there's one thing that's part of my day, it's my sunglasses
It's without hesitation that I grab them from my bedside right when I wake up
And return them there before I sleep
My sunglasses have become a part of my vision
Everything is the same except a little darker,
The world around me hasn't changed, just the way I look at it My
eyes have adjusted to a place without light
What people don't realize my
shades are also my disguise
My protective gear
People can't see my eyes when I wear my sunglasses
You can't tell where I'm looking
You can't see my glossed over numb eyes
And you'd never be ever to realize if I'm crying
And then I met Zac
He's a small little dude
Pale and a man of not many words
Although I saw him every day for a while
He was weird and unfamiliar to me
I didn't look forward to seeing him
There was something about just his being here that made me feel uncomfortable
Through the darkness of my sunglasses
He seemed to give off a certain feeling that I can't put my finger on
The thing about Zac
He doesn't rip my sunglasses off me
No
If he did that, I'm sure I'd feel an immediate longing and sadness at their absence
No
He lets me peer around the edges sometimes
He reminds me to peak over and under the rims
But he allows me the sink into the shade when I want to hide away from brightness
Day by day
Whenever I see Zac
The presence of my glasses and the way it uncomfortably sits on the bridge on my nose
Becomes awkwardly noticeable
And I can't help but feel the urge to rip it off just
to show that I don't need them
To prove to myself that I can live without them
With Zac, I can possibly do that

Lauren Klein

Cassie
Each step brought me closer to Cassie's room. With each step, my dread increased, and by the time I
reached the top of the stairs I was a trembling mess.
I raised my fist to knock on the door, but my instincts took over and I ended up shoving the door
open, making the doorknob slam loudly on the wall. I cringed and said, "Sorry!"
Then I walked in.
I had only been in here once before, when we worked on our art project a few days ago. But many
things had changed in those few days.
For starters, the bed was unmade, pillows thrown all around the room. Dirty clothes littered the floor
and parts of her desk. There were crumpled papers and tissues in a pile by the bathroom door. And
there were no electronics in sight. Last time I was here it was like I the Apple Store — or at least what
I'd imagined the Apple Store to look like.
I heard the toilet flush and then the running of water. I wiped my sweaty palms on the front of my
jeans, mentally preparing myself to come face to face with the girl I'd once despised.
The bathroom door swung open and Cassie came out, not even seeing me as she walked to her desk.
She sat at the desk chair and ran a hand through her tangled hair and made a loud noise. She shuffled
through her papers that were stacked messily on top of her textbooks. Everything was usually neat and
pristine. This was like walking into my own bedroom, but a lot bigger.
I wanted to say something, but I was frozen by the door where I came in. I couldn't do anything but
watch.
"Whyyyyy ohh whyyyyy does it hurt sooooo bad..." she sang softly, voice cracking.
I felt a pang in my chest. My throat felt clogged up. I was pitying her — that's the last thing she'd
wanted from me. My eyes prickled with tears as I watched the once confident, charming girl break
down right in front of me.
I opened my mouth the speak but she beat me to it. "I HATE YOU. AGH. JUST DIE, JESUS," she
screamed, slapping at her own head repeatedly. She fell to the floor, clenching her hair in fists by her
head, looking like she was ready to pull it out in frustration. "LEAVE ME ALONE!"
She finally gave up, sobbing and shivering on the floor. She started to sit up, and upon spotting my
dirty converse, jolted and her eyes were on me quicker than I registered.
"Hello," she said, frighteningly calm.

"H-hi," I said, not able to tear my eyes away from hers. Mine were scared while hers were that of a
caged animal. "How are you?"
To that she laughed, loud and maniacally. "I'm good. How are you Naomi?"
"Terrified," I whispered, cringing at my own words.
She cocked her head to the side and said, "Terrified? Of what? Me? Or is it Emily?"
"Emily isn't real, Cassie," I said.
She jumped to her feet and said, "Oh she's real alright." With every sentence she got closer, eyes bigger,
hands shaking even more. "She talks to me," she began, "Every day and every night. She tells
me how I feel about myself - how I feel about you. She tells me how to throw away my breakfast and lunch
and dinner. She tells me just the right way to drag the metal across my skin." Cassie was tracing shapes on
her arms now with her fingers.
I looked at her arms, trying to catch a glance at her wrists, but she just voluntarily uncrossed them, revealing
the scars there.
My breath hitched. There were too many. Way too many. I felt dizzy. I couldn't breathe. But I couldn't
look away. All this time I'd thought I had it worst. But my problems were only on the outside. Cassie's
went much deeper than that.
She took my hands in her own and smiled down at them. "You're very kind to me... why?"
I couldn't answer. If this had been anyone else, I would've been out the door by now. But this was Cassie.
Cassie Reynolds.
Why was I still here?
"Because," I said, looking back up to her face. Her cheeks were stained with tears, eyes moving widely around
my face, a frozen smile plastered on her face. There was a few small scars on her cheeks from constantly
dragging her nails across them.
"You would've done the same for me."

Taylor Garcia Lawson

Untitled

Do you remember when we were reckless ?
Diving off of cliffs instead of tiptoeing to the edge.
Summers full of play
Running mindlessly, with true bliss you’ll never again see The
joys of childhood burning brightly in my memory
Oh, how I long for that naïveté
Especially since life now hits like the scalding sun on that summer day.
—
Being worry free is no longer a possibility,
Every phrase I say is carefully calculated in my brain
“Did I make them mad? That was so stupid, why did you even start talking? You’ve should have
just sat there and smiled.”
—
Et cetera, ad nauseam
There’s always the looming choice between enjoyment or a bullet on my resume. And
is that okay?
Never living for today?
Doubting whether my contentment should have a say.
I miss being carefree,
There are dumbbells pressing on my shoulders where a superhero’s cape used to be.

But does anyone have the privilege to remain so blithe?
At some point everyone has to pay the emotional tithe.

Sydney Bryant

Mother Tongue

She came to welcome America with open arms
With her caramel skin and her mother tongue
She balances her language with English like a game of chess
But America did not want to accept
To America her mother tongue was poison Infiltrating her veins
If only America understood what it meant

Her mother tongue

Ettiman Kaur

1/28/18 --Freedom
All I want to do is run in the rain
With the water running down my back The
air freeing my mane
I want to run through the woods and
the fresh autumn meadows
I want to run past the barn the
wind sharp as it bellows.
Passing the farms and low streams with
a muddy clap of my hooves,
Running away from the containment
of village houses with copper rooves.
The sun would shine through the rain clouds beckoning
me with a grin
the feel of freedom leading me further
where the shrubbery and trees begin
But the sky turns dark again as my dreams fade to
grey I'm still stuck in the musty barn on this foggy,
glum day
The wind starts blowing as if the windows should shatter
I'm still stuck in the barn with
the rain going pitter patter.

Marissa Barba

To Whom It May Concern
To whom it may concern,
I am lost.
I am forgotten.
In the night, all I see is blue.
In the blue of the night,
I see my fears,
regrets, and my
thoughts.
The thoughts of my future and the path I want to build to someone crumbling before my
very eyes.
They all bound together to draw a line in the sand, one
I cannot cross.
Pass that line is where I choose, no,
where I wish to be,
but as I walk past I drowned in quicksand.
To whom it may concern, I need
help. To whom it may concern, No
one is concerned.

Anonymous

Willing Victim
It is my choice, I do believe
Like a stone, I never leave
For today is not tomorrow
But tomorrow will be the same
I took a chance once just to see
Saw something I could never be
For the past is like a mirror
To the future
So I sit at the root of this tree
Watch, the freedom of the breeze
And I weep at why we both do this to me
Ruled by Secrecy: Muse (?)

John Nessenthaler

1984 Massacre
He rips off his turban
the meters of cloth carefully wrapped to make a crown
He takes off centuries of history, centuries of culture
Pieces of his identity and faith
The scissors snip away at his locks of hair
Each snip matched with a sniffling cry
Each snip fueled with anger and oppression
Each snip tearing him apart
Outside the guns shoot at Sikh turbaned men
The monsters make the women their conquest
The man just wanted to escape but for a price
The price of his identity

Ettiman Kaur

Autographs

